Two construction workers stop you and try to convince of their arguments. One argues that since every part of the maze has been replaced at least once, it’s not the same maze. The other argues that it’s still the same maze, just with new parts. As you struggle with the paradox, you wonder how anyone can be so heartless.

For guns an engine, places of iniquity
For part of a paper, city in Utah
For cross, grabbed hold of
For be defeated, church recess
For trips around a track, footballer Warren
For without in French, female chickens
For many (2 wds), French telephone greeting
For acerbic, film style
For threesome, genealogy’s typical depiction of an extended family
For quay, connections
For cut of meat, illegally gained money
For Shea’s squad, brief communication
For large book, 10 cent piece
For weaver’s tool, a leaper from Christmas carols
For quick jab, admire
For observed, small songbird
For scatter Fitzgerald, Hawaiian dance
For microwave, A-sharp e.g.
For in that case, Norse god
For carry, cell suffix
For pinball mishap, 1 on the Mohs’ scale
For memorization, activist Parks
For car noisemaker, Major Arcana’s 18
For type of liquor or whiskey, philosopher Immanuel
For Oil Of ____ Greek flask
For shortening, actor’s role
For unsightly blemish, stop
For SiO$_2$, NH$_3$O, type of tournament
For cranny partner, small scratch

The Ship:
Down:
Having intelligence (5)
Art class models (5)
It follows brain or rain (5)
Long-necked South American ruminant (5)
With Turvy, a Gilbert & Sullivan biopic (5)

Replacement parts (all 4):
For spoils, gossip columnist Barrett
For standard, moistened clay mixture for plastering
For consider at length, highway fee
For vermin, almonds et al
For a group of stores, cash register
For tidy, bring up or raise
For sweet potatoes, tattered clothing
For Italian money, collected wisdom
For hearing organs, facility
For British prison, bowed string instrument